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0. Introduction 
A concrete category is one with a faithful functor to the category of sets. The 
existence of locally small non-concrete categories was established by Isbcll [ 3 1. The 
“homotopy category” derived from the category of CW complexes was the first 
category of nature to be shown non-concrete 121. 
In this paper, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for concreteness. 1 t is 
shown that an @-ive category (i.e., one with direct sums) if concrete, is additively 
concrete, that is, can bc additively embedded in the category of abelian groups, but 
not so for +-ive categories (i.e., those in which the horn-sets are groups). An abelian 
category, if concrete, is exactly concrete, that is, can be exactly embedded in the 
category of abelian groups and the necessary and sufficient condition for such is that 
the abelian category be well-powered. 
1. Resolvable relations 
tiiven two classes L, R and a binary relation 0 on L and R, where we write, for 
I E L and r E R, 2 0 r instead of U, r> E 0, we say that a set L’ C L resolves 0 if 
for every 2 EL there exists I’ E L’ such that for all r E R, 
Similarly (dually) we can define a resolving subset of R. 
1.1. Lemma (first lemma for resolvable relations). For fixed 0 there em&s u rtwlv- 
ing subset of L iff there exists a resolving subset of R. 
Proof. Suppose L’ is a resolving subset of L. For any subset A C L’, we wlli say that 
r E R distinguishes A if for all I E L’, 
lOrelEA. 
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We will say that A is d!stinguished if there exists r E R that distinguishes it. For each 
distinguished subset of L’, choose an element of R that distinguishes it and call the 
set of those choices R’. Then R’ resolves 0 as follows: Given t E R, define A = 
(!’ EL’: I’0 r>. Then A is distinguished by r and hence by some r’ E R’. We assert 
that for any 2 EL, IO r - IO r’. We know that there exists I’ EL’ such that for 
all r”ER, I 0 r” - I’ 0 r”. Hence IO r c==+ I’ 0 r - I’ E A * I’ 0 r’ 
-IOr’. 
We will say that a relation is resolvable if there exists a resolving subset of either 
(necessarily both) L or R. 
Given a pairoAf objects A, B in a category, we define L 2 be the class of diagrams 
of the form X._,B and R the class of diagrams of the form B>Y, and define 
(X<$) 0 (A,rV, if X<$$Y commutes. 
The Isbell concreterzess corzdition on a category is that for any pair A, B the rela- 
tion just described is resolvable. lsbell [3] showed that this condition (which he cal- 
led “the existence of classifying sets”) is a necessary condition for concreteness. 
Theorem 4.1 of this paper shows the sufficiency of the Isbell condition. 
If a category has finite products, the Isbell condition can be replaced with an 
easier condition. Given a single object A, define I, to be the class of maps into A, R 
the class of pairs of maps from A : 
De fine 
ifX-+AL Y=X+AL Y. 
If for each object the relation 0 is resolvable, we shall say that the category satis- 
fies the Generalized Re@ar Subobject condition (GRS condition for short). A gener- 
alized regular subobject of A is an equivalence class of maps into A, where the equiva- 
lence relation is induced by 0. That is, 
(X+A)c(X’-+A)if for all&Z Y, 
1’ 
. 
The GRS condition therefore says that each object has only a set of generalized rcgu- 
lar subobjects. 
If a category has equa!izers for every pair of maps, then “generalized” may be 
dropped. Keeping the same L and I?, note that if A has only a set of regular subob- 
jects (i.e., those which appear as equalizers9 and if for each of them we choose 
such that E(A-, _I’) C A is the given r@ar sub~~bjr~t, then the set of’ such choices it] 
R is a resolving set for 0. Conversely, different regular subobjects represent differ- 
cnt generalized regular subobjects. Hence: 
To return to the connection between the lsbell and the CRS condition: If a catc- 
gory satisfies the Isbell condition, then it satisfies the SRs condi!?n because it 
X -+A and X’ -+A represent different GRS’s then XCA and X’<h must be related 
by 0 to different elements in R of U, A >. If ;t category has finite products, then 
we can find a resolving set for 0 on A, R by choosing a set uf representations for 
the GRS’s of A X 8. Hence: 
1.4. Proposition (lsbell I?] ). ?‘hc lshd cwrditiwl is rlomssary fiv corlcrctmcss. 
Proof. If T : ‘$i --+!% is faithful, and if .U<i and _I”<$ 
things, then 73’-<~$ and TX’< pi 
are related by 0 to different 
are related tu different things. That is, the Failure 
of the Isbell condition in \)( implies its failure in+3 . The category of sets is well- 
powered and complete. hence satisGes the Isbell condition. Thus if VI is concrete. it 
must satisfy the Isbell condition. 
Given two classes L and R, disjoint for convenience, and a relation 0 QJI L X K, 
we can defiue the lsbell realizatiorz of’0 ;1s follows: Let the objects be L YR U (A,Bt. 
For each I EL, we have the nnaps I -+ A and 1 -+ B. For each r E R, we have A + r md 
lI -+ r. We have either one or two maps from I to r, depending on whether IO r or 
not. That is, fVB “k!r commutes iff / 0 r. The ~lassts 1.’ and R’ obtained from A and B. 
i.e. I,’ = {k$}& and R’ = fi>r&=R ’ are naturally equivalent o L and R, and the 
equivalences carry the given 0 to the categorically defined 0. Hence the lsbell 
realization satisfies the Isbell condition iff the given 0 is resolvable. By letting 1. a~i 
R be copies of the ordinals and 0 tht‘ identity relation, we thus obtain a non-c’oncrt’ft 
category. [This was Isbell’s example in f 31, apparentIy the first locally small Categor)’ 
known to be non-concrete. Its local smallness is phenomenal: not only are the horn-- 
sets sets, but also they are finite; indeed, they never have more than two e1ements.l 
If the given 0 is resolvable, then we may choose resolving sets L, CL, R$ R 
and define O1 = Oi(L 1 X R 1) and obtain a Faithful functor from the Isbell reah- 
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zation of 0 to the Isbell realization of C The latter being a small category, we 
thus see that the resolvability of0 is equrAent to the concreteness of its Isbell 
realization. 
A citegory fails to satisfy the Isbell condi:lon iff some non-concrete lsbeil reali- 
za tion can be faithfully represented irl it. Because the lsbell condition is equivalent 
to concreteness, this remark can be regarded as the first step of a Kuratowski 
theorem for concrete categories. One would hope to find some nice class of irresolv- 
able relations on the ordinals to suffice. 
2. Additive categories 
For an @-ivc category. we define for each 12 the iz-body condition as follows: For 
each rz-tuple of objects A 1, . . . . A,,, define L to be the class of n-tuples of the form 
and R the class of n-tuples of the form 
(A, 5 Y, A, ‘% Y, . . . . A,, y’2, Y). 
We define i on 1, X R by 
‘Ilc n-body ccmfitit~rz is that for each rl-tuple (A,, . . . . A,J the relation 1 is resolvable. 
Note that the 2-body condition is equivalent, for additive categories, to the Isbell 
condition. The ma~zy-body cortditiur~ is that each rz-body condition holds. 
For @-ive categories, the many-body condition is easily seen to be equivalent c 
t4e one-body conciition, which is equivalent o the GRS condition on @-ive catego- 
ries. We shall show that the many-body condition is necessary and sufficient for ad- 
ditive concreteness, that is, the existence of a faithful additive functor into the catc- 
gory of abelian groups: We shall construct examples howing that the /r-body condi- 
tion does not imply the (IZ + I) body condition. Hence for rr = 2 there is an +-ive 
category A satisfying the lsbell condition, thus concrete, but not satisfying the 
3-body condition, thus not additively concrete. On the other hand, every @-ive cate- 
gory, if concrete, satisfies the l-body condition UI~ herlce the many-body condition, 
and is additively concrete. If Kb, the category OR matrides obtained from A, were 
concrete, it would be additively concrete and A would be additively concrete. Thus 
there is a concrete A such that A@ is not concrete. 
For @-ive categories with kernels, concreteness, hence ar’dit;@le c(Jncremb%, is 
equivalent o regular well-powering. A regular subobject is a normal subobject (i.e., 
appears as a kernzl) and we can say, instead, normal well-powering. 
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Proof. TIIC t.)bj .IC:~S I) c4 .’ AK? /i-tuQlcs, A 1 :u .., ‘&& of’ A-objects. The maps from 
A , ~ . . . fftil,, to Pi (D .. . ‘“5,1 are ;r X nl matrices of A-maps in which the (i, i)th entry 
is a map from Ai to :;i. The usual rules of matrix multiplication define composition 
in A” and make A + A”’ an additive full embedding. A@’ has finite B’s byconcatena- 
tion. If we think of‘ A as ;i subcategory ofA”. then it generates and cogenerates. For 
B = A 1 @ . . . @A,, E A@, let I, be the class of maps into B, and R the class of maps from 
B. We wish to show that 1 is resolvable. 
Let R’ C R be the class of maps from B to an object in A, and let 1’ = I IL X K’. 
Both 1 and I.’ induce equivalence relations on L; we shall show that they coincide. 
Clearly, if fI s I, according to 1 then I, -I, according to I’. On the other hand, it 
(X, + B) = (X, + B) according to I’, then for any B -+ Y, Y E A”: if X, -+I-+ Y = 0. 
then for any Y -+A, A EA, 
X,+B-+Y+A=O; 
hence 
X,+B-tY-+A=O. 
Because A cogenerates, Xz -+ B + Y = 0, and (X, +-B) 1 (B -+ Yj implies 
(X2 + B) 1 (B -+ Yj. The reverse implication is also t rut, and we see that 
(X1 -+Bj=(& -+ Bj according to 1. 
Thus 1 is resolvable iff 1’ is resolvable. Now let L’ C L be the class of maps from 
A-objects to 8, and define I” = l.‘/(L’ X R’j. By the same sort of argument, 1’ and l” 
induce the same equivalence relation of R’; hence 1 is resolvable iff 1” is resolvable. 
But I” is the r2-body relation for (A,, . . . . A,,) in A and by hypothesis is rcsolv;~l~lc. 
2.2. Lemma. If A is au @-ive category sstisjivirlg the 1 -body cvrditiot~, thcrl thtn* 
exists a rzormah’y well-powered @-he category 2 with kemels, atrd a jbithjd additivtj 
ernbedding A -+ A. 
Proof, The objects of A are maps in A. The A-maps from (A -+ B) to (A -+ H’ 1 m 
equivalence classes of certain A-maps from A to A’. We say that A --, tl’ is ~l1lo~t.J 
if for all (X -+ A), 
Note that allowed maps are closed under addition and composttion. H’c idcrirr!: .iii 
allowed map A -+ A’ with the zero map if for all X -+ A, 
(X-+A)l(A -+B)=$(X+-ljl(A+A’). 
and obtain a quotient category A. The embedding n + a is defined by sendrng .4 to 
(A --, 0). 
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The naive construction of a’s works in A^. For kernels. let A --+ A’ be an allowed 
map from (A --+ B) to (A’ -+ B’). The object (,+! -+ ‘4 ’ P H) is mapped into (A -+ B) 
by the identity map on A and 
(A+A’@B)+(A -+B)+(A’-*B’) 
is the zero map in 2. Given any (X -+ y) and allowed map ,Y -+ A such that 
X -+ A -+ A’ is equivalent o the zero map, we see :hst X + A is an slhnved map t‘rtlm 
(X -+ r) into (A + A’ @B), hence (X -+ A ) -+ (A + B) fxtors through 
: 4 -+ A’ @B) -+ (A -+ B). That the jdentity map yields a Inon(,rnorphism in d is eas) 
i0 see. 
By the above construction, every normal subobject of (‘4 -+ B) is represented by H 
filap (A + c) + (A -+ B), where the allowed map A + A may be taken to be the idcn- 
tity on A. Conversely if I,L1 is an allowed map from (A -+ C) to (.4 -+ 1J), then it is a 
kernel in l(i^ of (A -+ R) -+ (C -+ 0). Thus compositions of UW!I~:II mollc,lnorphisrns arc 
normal. 
Moreover. any (f$ + U) may be normuily embedded into ;ln A-object, namely 
(A + 0). Fk)r normal well-powering of a if suftices, therefore. to show that (A -+ 0) 
hzs only a set of normal subobjects. For any (A -+ B), ttic normal niclnoniorphlsm 
(A -+ B) -+ (A + 0) induced hv the identity map on A, is 3 kernel of (A -+ O)+(B-+O). 
Given another map (A -+ 0) ; (B’ -+ 0), note that I,, is an allowed map from (A + H) 
to (A -+ B’) iff for all X + A, 
(X + A ) 1 (A -+ H) * (X + A ) 1 (A + If). 
Hence if (A -+ R) s (A --+ i<‘~ :x:L‘ording to 1 in A, tilw (A -+ U) and (A -+ B’) rcprescn t 
the same subobjects of (‘A --i Cl. A resL)iving set of 1 thus y~eids ;1 set of rcprcscntativcs 
for the normal subobjects of (,I -+ 0). 
The preceding iwo iemm;is tell US that it suftices to show that nc:rmrrily well-powet- 
cd Gve categories with kernels are additively concrete III order to show that the 
many-body condition implies additive concreteness. Moreover. the additive case im- 
plies the general case. Given any commutative ring R and category A, define R B A 
to be the category wiih the San-e obiccts ;LS A and whose maps are quch that 
(R@ 1) (A. H) is the free R-module generated by A(A, B). 
We will need: 
2.4. Lemma (second icmma on resolvable relations 1. 
(i) The cornp/emerlt oj’a resolvublc relutiorl is resulvublc. 
(ii) The intersection oj’crny set of molvable reluticms i  resolvable. 
(iii) The wziun of any set of resolvdde relations is resdvuble. 
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Proof. A resolvmg set for 0 on L X R is automatically a resolving set for the corn- 
plement of 0. 
When we have proved that the intersection of resolvable relations is resolvable, 
then the unions follow by complementation. 
Let I be a set and {Oi},, an indexed family of resolvable relations on I, XI?. 
Choose a resolving set Ri C R for <>i for each i. An indexed family {/li}ia, Ai C R;, 
is said to be distinguished by I E L if for each i, 
For each distinguished family choose an element hat distinguishes it, and let I.’ be 
the set of those choices. Then L’ resolves n Oi as follows: Given I EL, define 
{.4j}l by Ai = {r E RJ: I Oi I.}. Because (Ai) is distinguished, there exis’is I’ EL’ such 
that for each i, {r E RI: 1’ Oi r} = Ai. Hence I Oi I. - I’ Oi Y for any i and I. E R;. 
Because RJ is a resolving set for Oi, we obtain E Oi Y t--- 2’ Oi r for all Y E R. Fin- 
ally then IO r e I’ 0 r for all r E R. 
2.5. Lemma (third lemma on resolvable relations). If 0 is a resolvuble refatiwr OIZ 
L X RmdL’c L, R’ C R, then 0 1 (L’ X R’) is a molvable relatiorz or1 L’ X R’. 
Proof. If A C L resolves 0, then it clearly resolves OJ(L X R’). 
We shall consider &I, tz) to be a subser ofZ2@A(A, B). An element of 
Z, @A(A, B) will be called a mmmtiul if it is zero or if it is ia,A(A, B). 
Let 1 he any countable set and (Ai}1 be any indexed family of&objects, and 
define L to be the class of pairs (X, {x& where X E A and Xi is a monomial from .Y 
toAi for each i, and R the class of pairs <Y, cY,i}), where yi is as monomial from A, to! Y. 
We define CX, (Xi}) 1 (Y, tl’i}) if xiyi = 0 (i.e. either Xi = 0 or yi = 0) for all but a 
finite number of i and Eia Xiyi = 0. That 1 is resolvable is shown as follows: Gnven 
(X, {Xi}> 1(Y, Cyi)), there must exist a partition of I into a finite number of pain, 
and two infinite sets Z, Z’ such that 
( 1 ) xik J’ik = xik y& for {ik’ jk_ 1 C p, 
(2)Xi=O for iEZ, 
wyi=o for i EZ’. 
The partition is not unique. Its existence is forced by the “freeness” of Z, %4(X. Y ). 
For each such partition (P, Z, Z’>, we obtain a relation on L X R, namely of 
those pairs tX, (xi}), <Y, hi}> which satisfy the above three conditions. I is the 
union of these relations. By Lemma 2.4 it then suffices to choose any U’, 2, Z’), &tnd 
to show that the corresponding relation, which we shall call 0, on II X R is resvlv- 
able. 
Define L, C L to be the subclass on which (2) is satisfied, and R,l C R to bme that 
in which (3) is satisfied. Since 0 C L, X R,,. it suffices to restrict our attention 10 
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L, X R,!. For each k = 1, . . . . rz, define Ok C L, X R,r by 
<X, {-Xi)> Ok (Y, c1_ti}> if XikYik = Xjk Yjk * 
Because 0 is the intersection of the ok’s, it suffices to show that ok is resolv- 
able. 
Let Lk be the class of diagrams in A of the form 
and R, the diagrams of the form 
A- 
lk\ 
( 1 
. 
Ajk 
PY 
Our hypothesis is the lsbell condition on A; hence there exists a resolving set Li for 
0 on Lk X Rk. For each 
- Ai, 
X3” 
>A, 
Ik 
in Li, define (X, {Xi}) E L, by 
0 if i#ik or&. 
-Vi = 
L 
x if i=ik, 
x’ if i=jk. 
Define 4> C L, to be the set of all such pairs, together with two additional members 
(Ai,, (6fk)) and (Ajk, @;k}), where 
&m = 
n 
I 
1 if 11 = m, 
0 if 12 # YII. 
Then Li resolves Ok. 
Now let (A,, . . . . A,l) be a given finite sequence in A. We wish to verify the n-body 
condition. Let L,, be the class 
<X, x1, . . . . XJ, where x,. E 2, @ A@, Ai), 
and R, the class 
cy, Yp ..vY,), where yi E Zi@ A(A,., Y), 
Using the axiom of choice, suppose that all horn-sets in A have been ordered. Thus 
we can canonically write for x E Z, @ A(Z, B), 
x=x1 +x2 t . . . txm, 
where x1 < x2 < . . . < xn? according to the ordering on A(A, B). m will be called the 
length of x. It can be zero, i.e., when x IS zero. Define L and R as above for countably 
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infinite families of/l-objects for the triply-indexed family {,$‘j. where j - 1, 2. ..,. II, 
k and 1 any positive integers, and A!’ = Ai regardless of k, I, j. 
We map L,, -+ L ;1s follows: (X, 51, . . . . x,,) is set1t to ix, {xf’ )), where 
kl = -$ 
xi 
i 
if k < length of xi, 
0 if k > length of =ci. 
We map R,,) + R by sending (Y, _Q, . . . . _JQ to l Y, if)). where 
I 
$1 = 
-9 1 -2 
if I G length of _rJi. 
if I > length of Jj. 
Then <X, x1, . . . . x,) J. ( Y, _q, . . . . y,J ifr‘ the corresponding elements in L and ,1P are 
related by 1 as defined there. By Lemma 2.&l on L,, X R,t is resolvable, and the 
rl-body condition holds for Z, * A. s 
2.6. Proposition. The many-body condition is rzecessary for additirv corm~~rws~. 
Proof. If T: A -+ B is a faithful additive functor and if 
are orthogonal to different things in A, they continue to be orthogonal to different 
things after application of T. Anything that fails to be a resolving set in r-l continues 
to fail to be a resolving set in B. Hence if A fails to satisfy the /r-body condition 
then so does B. The category of abelian groups is well-powered and finitely complete. 
and thus must satisfy the many-body condition. 
Proof. We consider the Z2-category A, whose objects are Al, . . . . .4,1+I, X,, YC, ior 
arbitrary ordinals cy. 
Besides zero and identity maps, we have just one map Xai from X0 to Ai for each 
ordinal cy and integer i, and just one map Yia from Ai to Ycy . The dimension of 
A(&, YG) will be n + 1 if at # /3 and rz if cy = p. For ar f p, 
cx,l h/3’ Xa2-J’2p’ ...~x~(,~+l)Y~rl+lM} 
freely generates A(&, YP). For cy = 0 we have that 
freely generates ,4(X&, Y,) and that 
X a(n+1)4n+l)a = Xal -%a 
+ 
--* + xCXJI -%Or- 
The n-body condition is rather easily, but tediously, verified for A. The (11 + I )-hod!, 
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condition fails because 
Ma, xal, . . . . x,(,,+~)) lW~,ylo, . ..~_I~~.~+~~~) iffa = P. 
We can directly describe a faithful T: A + S for 11 = 2. Define 7’(,Y,) = T(A 1) = 
T(A2) = T(A, j = (0, 1) and T(Y,) = (0, 1, 2, . . . . 8). All zero maps will be sent to 
functions constantly valued zero, and T(Xo,) is the identity function on (0, 1). 7’@iQ) 
is the function from (0, 1) to (0, 1, 2, . . . . 8) which sends 0 to 0 and 1 to i. The only 
maps for which Tis presently undefined are in ,4(X, YO). We may extend Tat random. 
Ultraproducts of concrete categories are concrete. That is, if I is a set, (Ai) con- 
crete, F an ultrafilter on I, then if we choose for each i a faithful T: Ai +S, we ob- 
tain a t‘aithfuln pi -+ IFS. An ultrapower of S is concrete in a canonical way: we 
define %: II FS + S by assigning ultrapowers of sets. 
The fact that the Mel1 condition suffices for conc’rcteness in@ies that an ultra- 
product of non-concrete categories i  non-contrete. Proposition 2.7, however, yields 
a sequence of categories none of which is additively concrete but for which any non- 
trivial ultrsfilter yields an additive concrete ultraproduct. 
3. The abelian case 
The general concreteness proof is more easily understood by first proving: 
3. I. Theorem. AH abeliarr category may be exactly embedded irr the category oj’ 
abeliarl groups iff it is well-powered. 
Proof. Note th.*t well-powering (see Lemma 1.2) is necessary for concreteness, and 
hence a fortiori necessary for exact concreteness. 
Let A be abelian and welt-powered. We may well-order the objects and define an 
ordinal sequence of Serre classes {S,} (that is, classes of objects closed under the for- 
nl*ition of subobjects, quotient objects and extensions) such that for limit ordinals 01, 
s, =u fi<cu Sp* s, = {o). u, s, =A, 
and such that for any ordinal ry, S,, l is the Scrrc class generated by S, and one ob- 
ject. 
3.2. Lemma. If jijr each cy, TQ: A -+ (8 is exact, T,(S,) = (0)) and for arly 
A ES,+] -S,, TJA ) + 0, then A may be exactly embedded iri (I). 
Proof. Define T: A -+ OJ by Tf.4 ) = IT, T,(A). T is easily seen to be exact, and for 
any A f 0 by choosing CY. such that A ES,, I -S,, we see that T(A) f 0. An exact 
functor that kills only zero-objects is faithful. 
The Sem quotient A/S, obtained by artificially inverting ever;4 111tii7 W~IC!SC’ ker- 
nel and cokernel both lie in S, is well-powered and abelian.Hy Lcltlrlla -3.2, it SU~‘I‘I- 
ces to prove the existence of an exact T: A& --+@ such that for A E So+ 1 -So. 
VA) + 0. Let B be the object such that Sol+, is the Serre class generated by S, and 
B. If Tkills none of the subquotients of B (except zero) then T kills n~ue of the 
objects in Sa+ 1 -4” because for A E SQ+ I there must be OCA, CA, C...CA,I = 
A such that for all i, Ai+ 1 /,J$ E S, or Ai+ 1 /$ 3 subquotient of B. I?; for ali 1, 
Aj+l/Ai ES,, then A ES,. Hence if 14 ES,, 1- Scr, A and 11 share a non-zero hub- 
quotient and T(A) rf 0. Hence it suffices tcj prove: 
Proof. We may assume without loss ofgerleraii~y that A is skclctti! :M.I that A I I\ 
closed under the formation of subobjects, quotient obiezts and 3. By wcli-ordcrlrlc 
the objects of A, we may obtain an ordinal sequence of mall full sub~at+c~ri*~< clo.~c~! 
under subobjects, quotient objects and G’s starting with A 1 such that U .4. = -1 and 
(for later convenience) for limit ordimls CY. /1, =U,, ~ .4,,. 
The construction below may be described as follows: For each a. let (YIPS. 1~ 
the category of cotttravarian t func tors from A, to Qj. For CI < 13, the Kan ~xtemim 
yields an embedding \A”,P, (9 ) -+ (A, Op, ‘:J). We ma)- choose an injemve I:‘, E (:l’ir .(9 I 
such that E, : Ayp --+ (9 is exact and faithful. :‘lie KM extensicjr: ! ‘; : a41$’ --+ ti) ILIG .rrl 
injective envelope Ez in (A2 ,( . ‘p i)) Repeating in this fashion from u’ tr) cl-+ 1 ;md t;rk~tlc 
direct limits at limit ordinals, we may obtain an ordinal S~UCXY of’i’xY;lc’t t‘u~l~fo~h 
Rather than work with the above described tower of functor catc‘gorit’s. WC II 
to their direct limit, the category of small functors from AOp to 0). l’o st;i>’ s;f*ltfl 
Code1 -- Bernays, we need: 
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Matrix multiplication defines the composition and by picking a oneLpoint set * 
we can define a full embedding A *AC which we will renovate as an inclusion. {Ai)! 
in AT; may be seen to satisfy the requirements for Cl Ai. By the associativity of CO- 
products, Ax has all coproducts. For A E A, ,@(A, -) easily preserves coproducts. 
Ax has weak kernels (that is, kernels without the uniqueness condition). Given 
(xii) from Z, Ai to ZJ Bj, let F be the set of finite subsets of I. For each FE F, let 
G C J be the set of those i such that for some i E F, Xii # 0; G is finite. The inclu- 
sions F C I, G C J induce monomorphisms yielding 
C 
=,A, -ZJBj m 
The top row may be assumed to be in A and we let KF -+ CF Ai be its kernel. (Weak 
finite completeness on A would suffice. and we could let K be a weak kernel.) 
TIF !+ + Zr Aj is a weak kernel of (xii). Given any C E A and c + Sr Ai such 
that 
C+C,A,+ZJB,-=O 
we can find FE F and a factorization 
and hence a factorization 
Finally, given ISI Cr + I=, Ai we may factor each Cl + Z, Ai through x,,KF and 
hence the copraduct may be so factored. 
Any @-ive category with weak kernels may be embedded as the pro@tives in an 
abelian category because the proof of [ 1, Theorem 2.21 works without smallness con- 
ditions. To brietly recall that construction, let a have AZ-maps as objects. The maps 
of A are equivalence classes of commutative squares: to wit, we identify 
(X’- X) 
4 J 
(Y’ - Y) 
with the zero map if there exists 
Then d is abelian and AZ maps therein by X + (0 +X). Now, taking AC as a subcate- 
gory (necessarily full) of A* we may see that AC-objects are projective in A^. 
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The naive construction of coproducts works in 4ci and for A E 14, a(‘& -) is casilv 
seen to preserve coproducts. Hence A-objects are small projectives. Every objet t in 2 
is the quotient of a coproduct of A-objects which together with the small-projective- 
ness of A-objects shows that A-objects generate d and are pre-coreflective. 
3.5. Lemma. A + A^ preserves kernels. A^ satisfies Grothendieck ‘s A. B.5. 
Proof. Any family of functors which collectively reflects isomorphisms also reflects 
any limits or colimits which it preserves. In an abelian category, a generating family 
represents a family of functors which collectively reflects isomorphisms, and in parti- 
cular, then, the inclusion functor from any full generating subcategory preserves 
limits. In this case, the generating family consists of small projectives. and hence they 
represent a family that collectively reflects colimits, which easily establishes A.B.S. 
For each small subcategory A a, we may define A, C d as the right closure of.1, 
in A^. Then ADL turns out to be isomorphic to (Aip, a). We define Ab, to be the full 
subcategory of objects X such that for any B E A and H -+ X there exists A E A{, and 
B-+X=B+A-+X. 
(This elementary condition is equivalent o ;he existence of a coproduct of &objects 
with an epimorphism to X.) 
Define AL by X E Ai if for every A E A, and exact 0 -+ K --+ A -+ X, it is the USC 
that K E A&l. Or more conveniently for some purposes: X E iii if for every R E A, 
A E A, and B + A -+ X = 0, there exists A’ E A,, 
B+A=B+A’-+A. A’,-,A+X=O. 
. 
Now define A, = A: 0 A:. 
3.4. Lemma. If A, is closed in A under the jbrmation of kernels and m’s, then & is 
closed in A^ under the formation of kernels, cokernels and coproducts. 
(Weak kernels and lveak B’s would suffice for the hypothesis.) 
Proof. AL is easily seen to be closed tinder coproducts and quotients. Ai is easily 
seen to be closed under the formation of subobjects. To see that AL is closed under 
the formation of e’s (and hence coproducts since A-objects are s,nall projectives), let 
X,, X2 EAz,BEA, AEA, and 
B-+A-+X, @X2=0. 
Choose A,, A, EA,, 
B-+A,+A=B-+AZ-+A=B+A, 
A, -+A +x I =0, AyA+X?=O. 
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Let 
A’ ------+A 
-1 &* 
A, -A 
beapullback.ThenthereexistsB+A’-+A=B+AandA’+A+X~ @X2=0. 
Thus 2, is closed under coproducts. 
IfX-tYEA^,andO4k’~X-,YisexactinAI,wewishtoshowthatKEa,. 
Because K is a subobject of X E Ah , we have that K E Al. Given R E A and B + K, 
then there exists A E A, and 
B-A 
I I 
because X E A:. But there must then exist A’ E A, and B 3 A = B + A’ + A with 
A’ -+ A + Y = 0 because YE AZ. Finally there exists 
A’+&+X=A’-+A 4X 
and hence 
B+K=B+A’-+K. 
If X-+ Y -+ fi’-+ 0 is exact in A, then FE ,4; because it is a quotient of YE Ah. 
Let A E A, and A -+ F = 0. By projectivity of A, there exists 
A 
X- Y-F. 
Fur 
a pullback, we have already shown that Z E a,. But % -+ A -+ F is exact. 
Image (Z -+ A) is in A:, and hence kc&l -+ F) E Al and FEA:. 
3.7, Corollary. A”, is abcliczrl, cwwmp/etr, A.Wi, arid has u generator CA &A, ix., it 
is b_y dejinition a GYO ttzerldieck cutc’gory. 
Lc t M C 4 be defined by X E M if for every A --+ A” epimorphic in A then 
A -+ A ” -+ X = 0 implies A” -+ X = 0. (Equivalently, (-, X)IA is a “mono”-functor). 
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3.8. Lemma (the essential emma). If-M --f E‘ is un cwetztial extwsic~t~ irl ff,, md 
ME nf, thcri Al -+ E is esscrltial ii1 ii aid I:’ EM. 
Proof. We will now begin to use the full force of the hypothesis: A, is closed under 
subobjects and quotient objects. 
Given B E A and B 45’ # 0, choose A E A, and let 
B-+A-+E=B+E 
Image (B -+ A) E A, being a subobject of A, we may replace A with that subobject 
in order to assume that B -+ A is epimorphic in A. Because h/l -+ E is essential in A,. 
there must exist A’ E A, and 
A’-----+A 
4 4 , A’-+M#O. 
lW---+E 
Let 
B’---+ B 
4. 4 
A’-A 
be a pullback. B’ -,-3 A’ is epi in A; hcqce if 13’ ~4 -MI were Lero, then A’ -+ 121 = 0. 
Thus B’ -+ E # 0 and M -+ E is essential in A^. 
GivenC-+BepiinAandC-+B-+E= 0, if B -+ E # 0, then by the above we would 
have 
B’-B 
J 3- 7 B’ + M # 0. 
M -----+E 
In the pullback 
c’ ----+C 
4 1. , 
B’ ---3 B 
C’+B’isepiinAandC’ -+ B’ -+M = 0, thus contradicting that ,%I EM. 
Grothendieck categories have injective envelopes. If L;‘ E /i, IS injeotive tend in M, 
then (-, E)i A, is exact because if 
O-+A’-+A-+A”-+O 
is exact in A,, then the injectivity of tr: says that 
(A”, E) + (A, E) + (A’, E) + 0 
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is exact and E EM says that 
0 + (A”, E) + (A, E) 
is exact. Accordingly, we note that ZAEAI A EM and we let E, be an injective en- 
velope in A1 . Then (-, El) IA 1 is exact and faithful. We define {II&} by asking that 
E a+ I be an injective envelope of Ecy in &+ 1 and for limit ordinals Q! that EQ = 
131~~~ EP. Then Ea EM implies EC,+ 1 E M. Because directed limits of essential ex- 
tensions are essential, and because M is closed under directed limits (A-objects are 
small projectives), we have that for LY < fl, Ea -+ EG is essential and Ep EM. For each 
QI, (-, EJA, is exact. 
It remains only to show that 12 Ea exists as a small group-valued functor from A. 
We :nust show that, given A E A, for large CI < & (A, EJ + (A, Ep) is an isomorphism. 
Let cy be the first ordinal such that A EA, (note that a! cannot be a limit ordinal, 
and hence that EQ is injective in &). We need: for 0 > Q and any A -+Eil there exists 
A 
J ‘\ 
E*------+ E0 . 
a, is coreflective in A^ for no other reason than the special adjoint functor theo- 
rem. Let Eb + ED be the coreflection. We need to show that EQ + E’; is an isomorphism. 
3.9. Lemma. ff nf EM and nf’ + nf is the corejlection in AA,, then M’ + M is a HOW 
morphism. 
Proof. Suppose M’ -+ M is not a monomorphism. Then there exists BEA, 13-W f: 0, 
B -W’-+M=O. BecauseM’Ea,, thereexistsAEA, andB+A +M’=S+M’. 
We may replace A with lmage (B + A) and thus assume that B +A is epi in A. Then 
because B -+ A + 121 = 0 it follows that A + M = 0. But M’ + M is a coreflection, and 
it follows that A + M’ = 0. 
Thus t’b is a subobject of E0 and Eb, -+ Ei is an essential extension in A^. But 
E; E A, and Ea is injective in &; hence if I$ 
would exist a splitting Eb 
+ Eb were not an isomorphism, there 
= E& @X, and X # 0 contradicts the &essentialness of 
1”-;y -+ E;. 
4. The proof 
4.1. Theorem. 
(i) For any categor)), the Isbell condition is equivalent to concreteness. 
(ii) For a category with jinite products, the GRS condition is equivalent to CLW- 
cre teness. 
(iii) For a finitely complete category, regular well-powering is equivalent to con- 
cre t eness. 
Proof. We have seen the necessity of the conditions, for the sufficiency Lemnlrts 1 .j, 
2.2 and 2.3 established that the first five statements are consequences of the sixttl. 
We ITlust first localize the problem as we did for the abelian USC. Givcll -ii-ivt’ .I 
with kernels and normally well-powered, let {A’, ) be an ordim scquet~c ot‘ tscrs ot’ 
objects, each closed under e’s, and such that for limit ordinals ay. K, =Ugcu K, md 
UK, = -4. 
4.2. Lemma. Suppow that fiw each LY, T& : A --+ 0) wcrc m $-in~ fiutctrw .smlt tlriit 
TJK,) = (0) attd strch that Jijr A E K,, 1 - liTa artd atty X --+ A -+ Y F+ 0, 
Thert .4 is additive@ cmcrcte. 
Proof. The coproduct C To, over all ordinals exists as a small-valued f’unctor. i&m1 
X + Y # 0, we can let LX be the first ordinal such that there exists A E A’,,, , mcl 
X + Y = X -+ A + Y. Then 7’JX + Y) # 0. 
By A/& we mean the +I-ive category whose objects are those oft1 md whost 
maps are equivalence classes of A-maps: we identify X --+ Y with the tero ni;lp it’thc~t\ 
exists K E K, and X -+ Y = X + K -+ Y. By the above Icnlma it suffices for each Q to 
find 7$ A/K, -+ Vl) such that for A E K,+1 -K, and X -+ A -+ Y f 0. T,_U -+ 71, Y f 0. 
4.3. Lemma. If A is @-ive with kernels attd rtorrnal~l: \vell-?)O)t’Cr~~iI, nrtd ij‘h’ i!i u sc’t 
of objects closed trrtder @, tltert A/K 1s a-ive artd satisfies tk me-c$jc~ct twt~l~iti~~tt. 
Proof. Given A E .4. let L be the class of maps {_A7 -+.4), let K = !.-I -+ I’;. ml kt 
1 C L X R d&Ined by (A’ -+A) 1 (A --+ Y) if X -+ ,4 -+ Y = 0 in A/K. We wish I :? dloit 
that 1 is resolvable. 
We can assume without loss of generality that A is skeletal. Define C’ C L ds tht‘ 
set of maps (N + A). where AT is a normal subobject c)fK ~4 fo: some A’ E A. L I\ 
a set and 1 I(L’ X K) is necessarily resolvable. Let R’ C R be a resolving stt f‘i.1; 
1 I(L’ X R). Then R’ resolves the original 1. Given (A -+ Y) E R lt3t (.-I -+ 1”) E R’ 1~ 
such that for all (N -+ A) E I,‘, 
(A’ + A) 1 (A 4 Y) c-4 (iv --+ A) 1 (A -+ Y’). 
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Given any (X + A) EL, if (X+ A) 1 (A + Y), then there exists K E K and 
X - A 
4 A . 
K-Y 
Let 
be a pullback. Then (IV -+ A) EL’ and (IV + A) 1 (A + Y). Moreover, there exists 
X-+N-+A=X-+A.Thus(N-+A)l(A + Y’) and (X + N + A) 1 (A -+ Y’). In the 
same way, (X -+ A) 1 (A -+ Y’) implies (X + A) 1 (A + Y) and R’ resolves 1. 
By adjoining kernels to A/K, as prescribed in Lemma 2.2, we need only show: 
4.4. Lemma (Local Concreteness Lemma). 11-A is @-ive with kernels and norma& 
wei!-powered, and S is a set of objects closed urzder CE, then there exists +-ive 
T: ,4 + (i) such that for any A ES and X + A + Y + 0 it is the case that TX -+ TY f0. 
Proof. We may assume that A is skeletal. Let {A,) be an ordinal sequence of small 
full subcategories each closed under @and the formation of normal subobjects, 
S C $, for limit ordinals A, =UPca A@, and UA, = A. Define A as in Lemma 3.4 
and A, as described thereafter. Lemmas 3.5,3.6 and 3.8 and Corollary 3.7 hold. 
Let E, be an injective cogenerator for I$. Given A E A,, X -+ A + Y # 0, we let 
A’ + A be the kernel of A -+ Y and note that A/A’ as defined in A is embedded in Y. 
There exists a A/A’ -+E, such thatX+A/A’+E, #O. 
For each cy, let R,: A +A, be the coreflection functor. 
4.5. Lemma. If YE A, then R, Y -+ Y is a nzonomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose f? E A and B + R, Y -+ Y = 0. There exists A E A,, B + A -+ 
R,Y=B+R,,Y. L,etK+A=Ker(A + Y). BecauseKEA,, K+A+R,Y=O. But 
B-+A=B+K--+A,andhenceB+R,Y=O. 
ThisgivesforA E&X-Q + Y # 0, that there exists R 1 Y -+ E, such that 
X -+ R I Y -+ E, # 0. We seek an ordinal diagram (s,} of monomorphisms with 
S, =; E,, Sa E JQ and such that 
(ij Stability: lim (-, s,)(A is small valued. This is insured by the condition. if 
A E A, and QI < &d A +Sp, there exists 
A 
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(ii) Corttim.dv: For limit ordinals oy, S, = I$+(, SO. 
(iii) Extmd&Zit4,: For Y E A, and any R l Y -+ S, there exists 
R Y-Y 
i 1 
s, -s a ’ 
These three properties imply via the last lemma that 1% (-, S,)lA is a small-valued 
functor satisfying the requirements of the theorem. 
It should be noted that for any T: 0 +&!J we could define ,!& as the 
unique (up to isomorphism) object in & such that (-, &){A = T/A. Then for 
QL < 6, R,$ = S, yields the stability condition and because A, = Upca A0 fix limit 
ordinals cy, we obtain the continuity condition. That is, defining a functor via an ordi- 
nal diagram is not ad hoc. The condition that the diagram be monomorphic does not 
hold for arbitrary T: AoP +a. it is hence suggested by Lemma 4.5 that K,Y -+ Y is 
monomorphic for Y f A. 
The continuity condition allows us to replace the other two conditions. it suffi- 
ces for stability to have for every A E A, and A -+ S,, I a diagram 
A 
J ‘\ 
s, - s Cl-+1 
We can then prove the stability condition as follows: Given 01-K fl and A -+ Sp, let y 
be the first ordinal so that there exists A +S, -+ S . Then A being a small projective 
together with the continuity condition implies tha! y is not a limit ordinal. If a < 0. 
then for y‘ the immediate predecessor of y, we have A E A,# and there must exist 3 
diagram 
The extendability condition is likewise replaceable. It suffices to require for ever) 
YE A and R, Y -+ Sa that there exists 
sty --S cl!+1 * 
Given R 1 Y 4 S i, we can let (I be the tirst ordinal such that 
R Y-Y 
i I 
Sl ------+S P 
does not exist. 
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For limit ordinals y, it is easy to verify that R, Y = &.,, R, Y, which together 
with the continuity condition implies that fl is not a limit ordinal. Hence there exists 
Q! with cy + 1 = /3. By the choice of 0 there does exist 
S-S 1 Q 9 
hence there exists 
F,Y-R 
IQ 
Y-R Y P 
1 ! 1 
s-s-s 1 Q P - 
Thus r(3 cannot exist, and for Q large enough such that YE A,, w: obtain 
R Y-Y 
I1 I 
s-s 1 02’ 
The construction of {S,) then reduces to the following. Given S, E A, to find 
sa -+s S cY+lg cY+l E4k+l such that 
(i) stability: For A EA, and A -+ S,, 1, there exists 
JA\ 
s, -s a+l- 
(ii) extendability: For YE A and R, Y + Sa there exists 
i”-“i” y 
s,-s cr+l l 
For limit ordinals Q, we shall define S& by the continuity condition. The stability 
condition says that Sa+l cannot be too big. The extendability condition says that it 
cannot be too small. We can satisfy the extendability condition easily by lettingE 
be the injective envelope in a,, , of S,. Sa+ 1 will be a subobject between S, and E. 
We could define it as the largest subobject which satisfies the stability condition and 
then verify that the extendability condition continues to hold. It is easier to define 
it in the converse manner: Let Sa+I C E be the union of all subobjects of E of the 
form Im(R,+ 1 Y + E), where Y E A and Im(R, Y -+ R,, 1 Y -+ E) C S,. (A,, 1 is 
well-powered and this union does exist .) 
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The extendability condition is satisfied. For the stability condition, note first that 
In@*+ 1 Y + E) U Im(Ra+ I Y’ + E) = Im(Rcy+ 1(Y @ Y’) -+ E) 
and the family of subobjects whose union is defined to be Sa(+ i is a directed family. 
Given A EA, and A -+S(y+l, the small projectiveness of A implies that there exists 
YEA with 
Im(A -+Sol+l)C Im(RLy+I Y+Ej 
and 
R Y-R Y Q cK+l 
1 I 
% - E I 
The projectiveness of A allows us to fjnd A -+ R,+l Y such that 
-4 -+Ra+l Y+E=A-+Sa+I -+E, 
and hence to find 
A+RaY+Ra+lY; 
finally, A -+ Sol such tr?at 
A 
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